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TAFF VALE RAILWAY CARDS   Bulletin 229/6; 239/5; 240/10. 

ALAN BRIGGS has just purchased a TAFF VALE RAILWAY card. The 
die is TV/R - T4820.01 - on a blue-green 'stamp'. The postmark is  
Cardiff JU 16 02 which is approximately 3 months earlier than the  
date quoted in Tom Venables article in Bulletin 229. 

Since Tom wrote the article in 1987 many of these cards have found  
their way onto the market. I personally would not pay over £10  
for a card but I have seen dealers asking over £40. 

If you have bought one of these cards in the last five years could  
you check the dates please? Earliest and latest dates of use at  
the moment stand as:- 

The blue-green 'stamp' card 16-6-02 to 13-2-05. 
The yellow-green 'stamp' on thick white card 19-5-06. 
The yellow-green 'stamp' on thin, cream/buff card 24-5-05/12-6-12. 

*     *     *     *     * 
TWA & TW ON ONE PIECE Bulletin 258 Pg.13 

MARTIN  KNIGHT reports  the  following mixed dies on piece – with 
probable identity. 
1)  2½p H&W/UDC + lp HB/C 

Havant & Waterloo U.D.C. + Havant Borough Council.  
Dated 5-9-74.  (Local Govt. re-organisation that year) 

2)  12½p GLC + ½p IL/EA 
Greater London Council + Inner London Education Authority 

3)  16p NW/G + lp BG/C 
North West Gas + British Gas Corporation. 

4)   16p B/HA + lp BH/A 
Bromley Health Authority? 

5)   16p R/HA + lp RA/HA 
Rochdale Health Authority + Rochdale Area Health Authority 

6)  2x2p ES/AHA + 5p & 20p BH/D 
East Sussex Area Health Authority + Brighton Health District 

7)  4d MH + Id BMH 
Middlesex Hospital? + Bethlehem & Maudsley Hospital? 
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JOHN DONNER adds:- 

8)   14p CC + lp C/EC 

Croydon Corporation + Croydon Education Committee 
9)   19p SC + lp S/C 

This one will bear investigating.  The S/C is not in Edwards and 
appears to be SC/C (S1310.01) with the top C removed. 

10) 14p TW + 3xlp TWA 

These are as in the original article. 

*     *     *     *     *     * 
PERFINS ON BR.EMPIRE EXHIBITION STAMPS OF 1924 & 1925 

Bulletin 258 Pg.15 

From John Nelson:- My very special thanks to all members who,  
whether they have one or many Wembley perfins to report, have 
completed and sent me their survey forms. The response from at  
home and overseas has been beyond all my expectations and apart  
from several interesting patterns of use which are emerging we  
have already uncovered thirty-five new dies in addition to those  
listed on the survey form. 
If you have not yet filled in your form please do so as soon as  
you can and send it to me. 
Of the dies on the list, I have yet to receive reports of GLC,  
HW/L, KSC, MWSC, M&S and SSW. Please keep a good look out for 
these in particular and also for any dies on the stamps of 1925  
which may very well turn out to be on the scarce side. 

*     *     *     *     *     * 

MEMBERS' QUERIES 
JOHN DONNER has identified B8010.01 (B3/1H) with BURBERRY'S, 
30 to 33 Haymarket, London and Basingstoke. Manufacturers of 
Gabardine, Urber, Slimber Combines; Weatherproofers and Breeches 
Maker. John asks if anyone knows what the full B3/1H stands for.  
(The 1 could be a capital 'I') My guess is Burberry's,  

31 Haymarket.  Any positive information to the Editor please. 
IAN HAMILL asks if anyone could come up with some suggestions  
about M6320.01 and M6320.02 - MZ/DS. 




